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Selling counterfeit online has become a serious problem, especially with the advancement of social media and mobile
technology. Instead of investigating the products directly, one can only check the images, tags annotated by the sellers on the
images, or the price to decide if a seller sells counterfeits. One of the ways to detect counterfeit sellers is to investigate their
social graphs, in which counterfeit sellers show diferent behaviour in network measurements, such as those in centrality
and EgoNet. However, social graphs are not easily accessible. They may be kept private by the operators, or there are no
connections at all. This paper proposes a framework to detect counterfeit sellers using their connection graphs discovered from
their shared images. Based on 153K shared images from Taobao, it is proven that counterfeit sellers have diferent network
behaviours. It is observed that the network measurements follow Beta function well. Those distributions are formulated to
detect counterfeit sellers by the proposed framework, which is 60% better than approaches using classiication.
CCS Concepts: · Social and professional topics → Computer crime; · Applied computing → System forensics; ·
Human-centered computing → Social media; · Computing methodologies → Neural networks.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Counterfeit seller detection, Social network analytic, Deep learning

1 INTRODUCTION
With the continued ubiquitousity of the Internet and the promotion of e-commerce platforms, online shopping
becomes easy and popular around the world. In recent years, the number of online sellers and consumers has
grown rapidly as well as the turnover. Millions of items are traded every day creating great business value. The
Asian e-commerce platform, Carousell, has more than 100 millions products for sales since its launch in 2012 1 .
The product images are shared by the sellers, and potential customers can easily search the images by tags,
or follow the sellers to receive notiications for new products. Due to the convenience and low cost of setting
1 https://blog.carousell.com/2017/01/26/a-new-year-a-new-home-and-a-new-blog/
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an online store, considerable unscrupulous merchants sell counterfeit goods on various e-commerce platforms.
Unlike physical stores, it is not possible to investigate the products from online sellers directly. With the high
volume of transactions, it is diicult to locate sellers that misbehave, such as selling counterfeits. E-commerce
giants like Amazon and Alibaba pay a lot of attention to ight counterfeit products. As removing those counterfeit
products requires manual lag, counterfeit products are still accessible2 . Using manual eforts to detect counterfeit
products is not efective, and it can only detect a small number of counterfeit sellers from the hundreds of
thousands of sellers. A scalable approach is required to suit the needs of a rapidly growing number of online
sellers. One of the possible approaches is to reduce the manual eforts by ranking potential counterfeit sellers for
further investigation.
As counterfeit sellers generate their shared images diferently, they could be obtained using their network
measurement and the proiles. Using social graphs and social network analytic (SNA) to detect abnormal sellers
have been used for years, but is not useful in some platforms, such as Taobao in which their sellers do not declare
their connections. In this paper, a SNA-based framework for online counterfeit seller detection is proposed,
using discovered connections from their shared images. The connections are discovered from images using
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are designed to automatically learn features that are sensitive to the
targeted objects using given samples for training. The features are extracted using CNN for connection discovery
in applications such as follower/followee recommendation [11][14]. Hence, connection graphs can be discovered
using the similarity among user-shared images. The network features of each seller are measured, including
direct measurements, degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and eigenvector centrality.
The EgoNet of each seller, or the connection graph formed by the connected sellers, is also considered. The
EgoNet mean degree, EgoNet density and EgoNet principal eigenvalue are measured, and they are appropriately
formulated for counterfeit seller detection. We conduct an intensive study on sellers on e-commerce platforms
using connection discovery, on counterfeit and non-counterfeit ones, respectively. With real-life datasets of over
153K shared images from social media and e-commerce platforms Taobao, the proposed framework is proven to
be efective. Distributions of network features are modelled and formulated, and counterfeit sellers are detected
by computing the probability that a seller is a counterfeit one, comparing to the probability that a seller is a
normal one.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. In Section 3, it is proposed the
connection discovery among sellers. Section 4 introduces the proposed framework for counterfeit seller detection.
Section 5 shows the measurement of the collected data. Experimental results are provided in Section 6 to show
the superior performance of our proposed framework. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORKS
Detecting anomalies in a network has high-impact applications and has been studied for a long time. This
technology afects many areas such as law enforcement, privacy protection, and risk assessment, such as
detecting XSS attack [32], fake proiles on social media [30, 31]. In past years, researchers have proposed a
variety of methods and technologies to handle such a problem for anomaly detection on graphs. Those users
include inluential users [29][38][21], paid posters [7], sexual predators [27], or fake reviewers on Amazon [26].
One of the ways to detect abnormal users on social media is to investigate the user’s network features, such as
centrality[17][5]. There are four common centralities: degree, closeness, betweenness and eigenvector centrality.
They can be used to localize socially important users [25], spammer detection [45], content iltering [4] and
more[44]. It can be applied in other types of networks, such as biological [23], webpage [28], and even airport
network [19]. Those centralities follow similar distributions. Another common method is to investigate the
properties of the EgoNet, the sub-graph formed by the connected users of a user[15]. Applications, such as friend
2 https://consumerist.com/2017/03/22/amazon-steps-up-efort-to-rid-site-of-counterfeit-products/
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recommendation and community detection[36], are possible with the use of EgoNet. Spam or spammers can
be detected with social graphs [37, 39, 47, 48] as the graphs are signiicantly diferent from normal ones [34].
For example, normal users are not connected randomly; they form clusters with their common friends, while
this kind of strategy is inefective for spammers. It is interesting to investigate whether the connections among
counterfeit sellers are signiicantly diferent from normal ones. Although network analysis has many applications
and is very powerful, in many platforms, the connection between users could be missing, either hidden by the
operators, such as Facebook, or ignored by the users of the network, such as Taobao.
Recently, using user shared images to discover connections has proven to be efective for follower/followee
recommendation and gender prediction [10],[14]; but it is not clear whether the connections can be used for
counterfeit seller detection. As abnormal users share more similar contents [7] [26], discovering connections
among users is possible with their shared images to detection them. Counterfeit sellers copy and modify the
images from the oicial sellers to prevent being detected by their customers[12]. Fig. 1 (b) and (c) show the shared
images of Taobao sellers, and Fig. 1(a) shows the shared images by NIKE oicial store website. It is observed
that the images of the Taobao sellers are from the oicial store, while adding a watermark or being copy-moved
on the original images. As counterfeit sellers would share some similarities among their shared images, the
connections can be discovered accordingly. Hence, in this work, we employ deep learning techniques [22],[6] for
detecting connections among sellers, and then identify those potential counterfeit sellers for further investigation.
Deep learning has been proven to be efective to classify images from social media [24, 46]. It has been used for
abnormal detection[18, 43]. The deep features are extracted for encoding the images, based on which the images
are clustered. The same unique label is assigned to the images within the same cluster, and the connections are
discovered based on the occurrence of those labels on the images of a seller. As a result, SNA techniques, such as
centrality measurements can be conducted, even without the social graphs from the sellers.
This paper extends our work [13] in the following ways: 1) we extend the framework to discover the network
features among counterfeit sellers to form connection graphs; 2) we measure and formulate the network features
from the social graphs using social network analytic; and 3) we utilize the formulated features to detect counterfeit
sellers, and prove that the proposed framework achieves better detection performance.

3 CONNECTION DISCOVERY FROM SHARED IMAGES
This section introduces the proposed framework to discover the connection among counterfeit seller using
machine generated labels.

3.1

Image Encoding using Convolutional Neural Network

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been used for visual object recognition [22],[6]. A CNN is
formed by several layers of non-linear feature detectors, with trainable weights and biases. Usually, a CNN is
trained in a supervised way by using a large number of training data. Diferent from the conventional handcrafted
features, the deep features are automatically learned and extracted from the training data through optimizing a
certain objective function. Since a CNN is designed and trained for object recognition, the extracted features
are essentially sensitive to objects in images. Under this circumstance, we propose to use the deep features for
encoding the images for the subsequent counterfeit seller detection. Based on the extracted deep features, the
images are clustered and the same unique machine-generated label is generated for images within the same
cluster. This paper applies ResNet[20] to encode the images for clustering but training the CNN from scratch.

3.2

Discovering the Connections among Sellers

Naturally, we deine the connection between any two sellers i and j as their similarity Si, j . For conventional
detection, the social graph is collected online, and abnormal users are detected accordingly, as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 1. User interface shows product images on Taobao. The original product images are given in (a), while (b), (c) and (d)
show examples of images of the same product on other sellers.

However, as social graphs are not available among sellers, connections are instead discovered from their shared
images. More speciically, all the shared images from sellers are encoded into feature vectors, which are then
clustered into K clusters and annotated by the same unique machine-generated label that represents the cluster
it belongs to. Such procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). Let Li be the K-dimensional vector that describes the
distribution of K unique labels on the images shared by the seller i. Mathematically, it reads:
Li = (li,1 , . . . , li,k , . . . , li,K ),

(1)

where li,k is the frequency of the k-th label in the proile Li and K represents the total number of unique labels,
as illustrated in step 1 of Fig. 2 (b).
Given the proiles Li and Lj corresponding to sellers i and j, the similarity Si, j can be computed as follows:
Li · Lj
,
||Li || · ||Lj ||
where · denotes the dot product of two vectors and ||.|| is the ℓ2 norm.
Si, j = S(Li , Lj ) =

3.3

(2)

Connection Graph from Similarities

The connections are discovered based on Si, j . Instead of using a threshold to deine a connection between 2
sellers, the list of sellers with the highest Si, j to seller i are considered to be connected with user i. Hence, the
connection between 2 users, i and j, can be deined as:
(
1 if ranki (j) ≤ Nt op or rank j (i) ≤ Nt op
ei, j =
(3)
0 if otherwise,
where ranki (j) is the rank of the Si, j of user j among all values of Si, . . Nt op is the number of sellers to be considered
as connected per seller. Note that the connections is undirected, which means that if user j is in the top list of
sellers of user i, i and j are connected whether or not i is in the top list of j. As a result, sellers have a diferent
value of degree centralities.
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 2. Abnormal detection from connections: (a) from social graph collected and (b) discovering connections from user
shared images

4 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTING COUNTERFEIT SELLERS
This section discusses how to detect counterfeit sellers from the discovered connections. As shown in Fig. 3, the
irst step is to discover connections from their shared images, as introduced in the last section. The second step is
to measure the network features among sellers based on the connection graph, and the third step is to it the
distribution of those features using Beta distribution for counterfeit and normal sellers. The fourth step is to
utilize those itted distributions for detecting counterfeit sellers. The details regarding the second to fourth steps
are given below.

4.1

Network Features Measurements

We now describe the network measurements in terms of centrality and EgoNet. Fig. 4 shows an example of
connection graph with 9 users, labeled with 1 to 9.
4.1.1 Centrality Analysis.
Degree Centrality: The degree centrality for a node i counts the number of nodes connecting to node i. A
high degree centrality means that a node connects to many other nodes. The values are normalized with respect
to the maximum possible degree, that is, the number of nodes in G minus 1 :
Í
j,i e i, j
C D (i) =
.
(4)
N −1
Nodes 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 4 have the highest degree as they have the most number of connections.
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 3. Proposed framework for counterfeit seller detection.

Fig. 4. Social importance in a social graph. The nodes with the highest centralities are labelled.

Closeness Centrality: Closeness centrality of a node i is the mean of the shortest distances from i to all other
nodes in the graph. A high closeness centrality value implies that a node is close to many others, and it is at the
centre of a connection graph. Since the sum of distances depends on the number of nodes in the graph, closeness
is normalized by the sum of the minimum possible distances N − 1.
N −1
,
CC (i) = ÍN −1
j=1 d(i, j)

(5)

where d(i, j) is the shortest-path distance between i and j, and N is the number of nodes in the graph. Nodes 4,5
and 6 in Fig. 4 have the highest CC (i) as they are at the centre of the connection graph.
Betweenness Centrality: Betweenness centrality of a node i is the sum of the number of shortest paths that
pass through i, for all possible node pairs in the graph. Hence, a node with a high betweenness centrality is a
node that connects very diferent nodes, such as those from diferent communities. Betweenness centrality can
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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be computed as:
C B (i) =

Õ σ (j, v |i)
,
σ (j, v)
j,v ∈V

(6)

where V is the set of nodes, σ (j, v) is the number of shortest (j, v)-paths, and σ (j, v |i) is the number of hose
paths passing through some node i other than j, v. If j = v, σ (j, v) = 1, and if i ∈ {j, v}, σ (j, v |i) = 0. Node 4 in
Fig. 4 has the highest C B (i) as it is between the 2 major communities on the connection graph.
Eigenvector Centrality: Eigenvector centrality for a node i is based on the centrality of its neighbours. A
high value of eigenvector centrality means that a node has many important connected nodes. The eigenvector
centrality of all nodes, CE , is
ACE = λCE ,
(7)
where A is the adjacency matrix of the graph G with eigenvalue λ. There is a unique and positive solution if
λ is the largest eigenvalue associated with the eigenvector of the adjacency matrix A. Nodes 5 and 6 in Fig. 4
correspond to the highest values in CE , as they have the highest number of important connections.
4.1.2 EgoNet. An EgoNet is formed by the connected nodes to a node, including the original node, and all the
connections among these nodes [2]. For a given node, i, its EgoNet is a sub-graph, G (eдo) (i), of the connection
(eдo)
graph, G, that all nodes in the sub-graph are connected to node i. Hence, the edge of G (eдo) (i), e j,v (i), is 1 if
node j and v are connected in G. By the above deinition, 3 measurements are deined: EgoNet mean degree,
EgoNet density and EgoNet principal eigenvalue. EgoNet mean degree of node i can be deined as:
1 Õ Õ (eдo)
(eдo)
C D (i) =
e
(i), where ei, j = 1.
(8)
C D (i) j j,v j,v
Similarly, the EgoNet density of user i can be deined as:
Í Í
(eдo)
j
j,v e j,v (i)
(eдo)
, where ei, j = 1.
C Den (i) =
C D (i)(C D (i) − 1)
(eдo)

(9)

(eдo)

Note that although the deinitions of C D (i) and C Den (i) are similar, they have a diferent term, (C D (i) − 1),
which depends on user i. The third measurement is the EgoNet principal eigenvalue of G (eдo) (i) [1].
Once these features are obtained, the next step is to model the distributions according to their labels, that is,
counterfeit or normal sellers. The details can be found in the coming section.

4.2

Distribution Fiting for Probability Computation

The 7 features from graphs are selected and itted accordingly based on the discovered connections. The goal here
is to estimate the probability that a seller is a counterfeit one, given the feature of a seller. Hence, the question
can be formulated using a Bayesian approach as:
P(Ci | fi ) =

P(fi |Ci )P(Ci )
,
P(fi )

(10)

where fi is a feature measured based on the connection graph, and Ci ⊂ [0, 1]. Seller i is a counterfeit seller if
Ci = 1, while Ci = 0 means that seller i is a not a counterfeit seller, that is, a normal seller. Hence, the likelihood
ratio of a seller being a normal seller and a counterfeit seller, Ψ, can be deined as:
Ψi =

P(fi |Ci = 1)P(Ci = 1)
.
P(fi |Ci = 0)P(Ci = 0)

(11)

If Ψi is greater than 0.5, it implies that user i is more likely to be a counterfeit seller.
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 5. Example images from of counterfeit sellers

4.3

Hypothesis Testing using Fited Distribution

As it is not possible to obtain Ψi of a user, i, directly from data and (11), it is desirable to it the distribution of
each feature, so as to compute Ψi . Considering a feature, the value of Ψi can be computed as:
Ψi =

д(c) (fi ) P(Ci = 1)
,
д(n) (fi ) P(Ci = 0)

(12)

where д(c) (.) and д(n) (.) are the probability density function (PDF) of a feature. If Ψi is greater than 0.5, seller i is
more likely to be a counterfeit seller. In the next section, the details of the computation of (12) will be introduced.

5 IMAGE SHARING BEHAVIORS OF SELLERS
This section introduces the Taobao dataset involved in this paper, and how connections are discovered from their
shared images. Then, the distribution of the features in the connection graph is measured and formulated. The
importance of features is also investigated.

5.1

Dataset

As the most popular e-commerce platform in China, Taobao has attracted a huge number of sellers, including
individual operators, purchasing agents, brand oicial stores, and so on. Various sources of sellers and products
make it an ideal testing platform, and hence, we collect our test dataset from Taobao. Two common commodities,
shoes and cosmetics, are selected as the testing targets while the collected data is constituted by the images
and prices of the online products. We browse 93 shoes stores and 100 cosmetics stores via a data collection tool
Octopus3 . Each store contributes up to 80 products. Totally, we collect 101090 images from shoes stores and
51870 images from cosmetics stores. The ground truth of these sellers is obtained manually via a surveying
procedure. 40 experienced volunteers are invited to visit and mark all these online stores independently. We
3 https://www.octoparse.com/
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Fig. 6. Connection graphs for: (a) closeness of shoe sellers, (b) closeness of cosmetics sellers, (c) degree of shoe sellers, and (d)
degree of cosmetics sellers

aggregate the marks given by these volunteers to determine the true identity of each seller. Finally, the shoes
sellers are identiied into 55 normal ones and 38 counterfeit ones while the cosmetics sellers are identiied into 77
normal ones and 23 counterfeit ones.
Now, we give an intuitive view of the counterfeit products; some representative examples are illustrated in
Fig. 5. As can be seen, various types of counterfeit product images exhibit diferent characteristics, making it
diicult to detect counterfeit sellers via some traditional feature based methods. Usually, the exiting detection
method only works on a small part of images. For example, detect and recognize the special ugly watermarking,
or identify some low-quality product images. More discussions can be found in the subsequent sections.

5.2

Connection Graphs

The connection graphs are discovered from shared images. Fig. 6 (a) and (c) show connection graphs discovered
among shoe sellers, while Fig. 6 (b) and (d) show connection graphs from cosmetic sellers. They are discovered
by setting Nt op = 5 and K = 100. It is observed that for closeness in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), normal and counterfeit
sellers are diferent. There is a higher portion of high closeness sellers (those bigger green nodes). On the other
hand, the degree of normal and counterfeit sellers shows a similar pattern, as observed in Fig. 6 (c) and (d). It is
motivated to investigate if any network features can tell whether a seller is a counterfeit one. The next section
discusses how those distributions can be modelled.

5.3

Trends of the distributions

It is interesting to investigate the trends of the distribution and how they can be modelled. The diamonds in Fig. 8
(a) to (g) are the values of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of diferent features, for shoe and cosmetics
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 7. Curves of the Beta function with diferent parameters.

sellers, respectively. It is observed that they follow a Beta distribution, as deined below:
∫ 1
Γ(α + β) α −1
x (1 − x)β −1dx,
Beta(α, β, x) =
Γ(α)Γ(β)
0

(13)

where Γ(.) is the gamma function. Note that Beta(α, β, x) is 0 when x is less than 0, and 1 when x is greater than
1. Hence, Ψi can be computed as:
Beta(α c , βc , x i )
Ψi =
,
(14)
Beta(α n , βn , x i )
where (α c , βc ) a and (α n , βn ) are the parameters learned from counterfeit and normal sellers, respectively. x i is the
value of a feature, such as the degree of user i. As Beta function is 0 if x i < 0 and 1 if x i > 1, the centrality values
are divided by the maximum number of that centrality before itting to the Beta distribution. Fig. 7 shows examples
of Beta(α, β, x) with diferent values of α and β. It is observed that Beta(α, β, x) can it diferent distributions,
such as fast/slow increase in the beginning/ending.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show examples of itted curves and the corresponding data, where K is 1000 for all features.
The itting results are the solid lines, while the measurements from data are represented by the diamond shaped
markers. It is noticed that the curves it the data well. The itting can be evaluated by the root-mean-square error
(RMSE):
s
ÍB
2
i=1 (yi − yˆi ) )
rmse =
(15)
B
where yi and yˆi are the true and predicted values from the model, respectively, and B is the number of points.
Fig. 10 (a) and (b) give the error of itting with diferent values of K, for shoes and cosmetics sellers, respectively.
The error rate is measured in terms of rmse. It is observed that rmse is relatively small among diferent values of
K.

5.4

Feature Importance

To measure the importance of diferent features, precision and recall are common measurements. A high precision
means that the sellers who are identiied as counterfeit ones are mostly counterfeit sellers. A high recall means
that most of the counterfeit sellers are identiied as counterfeit ones. However, using a feature that gives a high
recall may not be good, as those counterfeit sellers are covered by others. Using a feature that gives a low recall
may not be bad, as it may cover sellers that cannot be identiied by other features. For example, even one feature
can achieve 80% of recall; it may be covered by other features that make the features less valuable. On the other
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 8. CDF and the fited curves: (a) degree of counterfeit sellers, (b) betweenness of counterfeit sellers, (c) closeness of
counterfeit sellers, (d) eigenvector of counterfeit sellers, (e) degree of normal sellers, (f) betweenness of normal sellers, (g)
closeness of normal sellers, and (h) eigenvector of normal sellers.

Fig. 9. CDF and the fited curves: (a) EgoNet mean degree of counterfeit sellers, (b) EgoNet eigenvalue of counterfeit sellers,
(c) EgoNet density of counterfeit sellers, (d) EgoNet mean degree of normal sellers, (e) EgoNet eigenvalue of normal sellers,
and (f) EgoNet density of normal sellers.

Fig. 10. Error measurement of the fiting with diferent values of K: (a) shoes sellers and (b) cosmetics sellers.

hand, one feature that has 10% recall may be more useful, as this part of counterfeit sellers cannot be detected
from other features. Hence, it is motivated to measure the importance of diferent features besides their recall.
Normalized recall, r N is deined as follows:
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity analysis of diferent features with diferent values of K: (a) shoes sellers and (b) cosmetics sellers.

rN =

Õ
i

1
Card({j |Ψi(j)

> threshold j })

.

(16)

where i and j are indices of user and network feature, respectively. Here, Card(·) returns the cardinality of the
given set. Ψi(j) is the measurement of user i on the j-th importance, and threshold j is the threshold for that feature.
With (16), a counterfeit seller that can only be detected by a feature, will result in a high r N for that feature. On the
other hand, if a counterfeit seller can be detected by many features, r N will only increase slightly. Measurement
is conducted to investigate which features are more sensitive to tell whether a seller is a counterfeit or normal
one. The result is shown in Fig. 11. It is observed that not all features contain the same level of importance for
detecting counterfeit sellers. Among those features, betweenness, degree centrality, principal eigenvalue and
density of EgoNet, give higher r N , which means that they are more sensitive to counterfeit seller detection. In
the coming sections, these 4 features are selected for counterfeit seller detection.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now experimentally evaluate our proposed framework. We irst give the details of our system and parameter
settings. In our experiments, we are attempting to identify whether an online seller is selling counterfeit-goods.
This section also presents the error analysis, followed by a discussion.

6.1

Experimental Setings

As proposed, the labelled sellers are applied to it the distributions of counterfeit and normal users using the 4
types of measurements developed in the previous section. We encode all images using ResNet[20]. The layer
before the softmax is chosen as the base. We then use K-means++ [3] to cluster the encoded images. Furthermore,
the occurrence of machine-generated labels is used to build each seller’s proile. Each cluster corresponds to a
unique label, which will be used to tag all the images from such a cluster. Note that all images are involved in
the clustering process, as it does not require any counterfeit seller labels. In real operation, new images can be
tagged using existing clusters [9], and the proile can be obtained accordingly. The seller’s proile is composed by
the occurrence of the labels of his belonging images. The connection among sellers is discovered accordingly,
and a number of top users are the connection of a user (see (3)). Note that the connections in the experiments
have no direction. Baselines are implemented to compare the performance of the proposed framework. It is the
approach directly using the seller proiles to train a classiier[13].
The users are split into training and testing sets, in which 70% of data are used as the training set, while the
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 12. Results with diferent values of K: (a) shoes sellers and (b) cosmetics sellers.

Fig. 13. Results with diferent Np : (a) shoes sellers and (b) cosmetics sellers.

Fig. 14. Results with Nt op : (a) shoes sellers and (b) cosmetics sellers.

rest are in the testing set. Each experiment is repeated for 100 times. The result is evaluated by F 1 score[33] as:
F1 =

2pr
.
p +r

(17)

where p and r denote the precision and recall, respectively. If we would like to achieve high precision with a
low recall, conidence recommendations, e.g., pairs with large Si, j , is needed. A higher r may result in a low p,
resulting in a low F 1 score. Clearly, F 1 can give a good trade of between recall r and precision p.
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Fig. 15. Showcase: Proposed approach vs. network feature classification and pricing with cosmetic sellers.

6.2

Results

The counterfeit seller identiication results of shoes and cosmetics with diferent Ks are illustrated in Fig. 12 (a)
and (b), respectively. We repeat the experiment 100 times and take the mean vale of the corresponding 100 results.
It is observed that the performance of the proposed framework outperforms other approaches.
Fig. 13 (a) and (b) illustrate the identiication results of shoes and cosmetics counterfeit sellers with diferent
thresholds and K, respectively. Note that Np is the number of features that are greater than 0.5. It is observed
that F 1 is high when the threshold is small. It implies that if Np is large, there are too few counterfeit sellers that
can be detected, and F 1 drops signiicantly. Hence, Np is set to be 1 for better performance.
Fig. 14 (a) and (b) are the results of counterfeit seller identiication. The results of shoes and cosmetics sellers
are the F 1 of with diferent values of Nt op , respectively. It is observed that there is no clear trend for diferent
values of Nt op and K, which means that the proposed framework is not sensitive to the 2 parameters.

6.3

Showcase: Price and Classification

It is a conventional wisdom that the prices of counterfeit-goods are mostly lower than non-counterfeit-goods. It
is interesting to investigate whether it is the case on Taobao. Another conventional way to identify counterfeit
sellers is classiication using the network features. Hence, an experiment is conducted using price and network
features for classiication. The sellers are represented by the histogram of their products and network features,
which are used to build the seller proile. 70% of the sellers are used as the training set, and the rest as the testing
set. A classiier is trained using support vector machine, and the experiment is repeated for 100 times on cosmetic
sellers. The result is shown in Fig. 15. As can be seen, our proposed method outperforms the ones based on
price and network features. The price of a product from a normal and counterfeit seller can be very similar, as a
counterfeit seller could seller expensive goods, while a normal seller could sell a cheap but oicial product.

6.4

Showcase: Ranking Counterfeit Sellers

In detection, whether the framework can rank counterfeit sellers high is also important for the platform operator.
This ability enables the operator to check only the top ranked sellers, and this can save a lot of their manual
eforts for checking one by one. An experiment is conducted to check whether the top ranked sellers by diferent
approaches are counterfeit sellers. 70% of the sellers are used as the training set, and the rest as the testing set.
Two baselines are built, the irst one is a support vector machine for regression using the kernel of łRBF". Another
one is a sequential deep learning model with 3 layers using łReLU" as the activation function. The experiment is
repeated for 100 times. The r and p of diferent number of sellers detected are recorded, and the result is shown
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 16. Showcase: Proposed approach vs. other approaches on r .

Fig. 17. Error Analysis.

in Fig. 16. It is observed that r of the proposed approach has outperformed the 2 baselines. It will greatly reduce
the manual eforts of the platform operator.

6.5

Error Analysis

This section discusses the cases that diferent approaches cannot detect counterfeit sellers, and show the images
from representative users. Fig. 17 (a) shows error cases when using classiication approach. It is obvious that the
latter sells counterfeit goods, but it is unrealistic to distinguish the diference between counterfeit and normal
sellers. The images shared by a counterfeit seller could be well taken as from a normal seller. Such a situation is
indistinguishable by methods based on object recognition. Fig. 17 (b) shows error cases when using price. As
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observed from these images, the counterfeit and normal sellers have shared images of similar products, that is,
socks, hats, shoes, and bags. However, the bags and shoes that the counterfeit seller sells are leather ones, and
the average price of the product for the counterfeit seller is even higher than the normal sellers. In other words,
counterfeit sellers do not necessarily have cheaper prices than normal sellers. Fig. 17 (c) shows error cases when
using the proposed approach. The left one is MUJI, a well-known brand who sells a wide variety of things on
Taobao. However, such a product span makes his connection with most stores very weak. That is why it is easy to
be classiied into counterfeit sellers. In contrast, a counterfeit seller who only sells high imitation shoes can easily
be classiied as normal sellers after well processing their images. Since the image provides partial information of
the product, the classiication based on the image is more or less biased.

6.6

Discussions

The proposed framework makes use of network features of known counterfeit sellers to detect counterfeit sellers
using the connection graph discovered from their shared images. The training sets are learned from labelled
counterfeit sellers, such as those found by the operators, and those lagged by users of these e-commerce platforms.
Even the behaviors of the sellers may change with time, the proposed framework could learn the new behaviours
by the labelled counterfeit sellers. Hence, the proposed framework can rank the counterfeit sellers, and the
operators can focus on those sellers with new image sharing pattern. Note that we select the shoes and cosmetic
sellers as the examples because they are very common commodities. Our proposed framework can be applied to
any online selling products.
We also identify three possible future directions that may further improve the counterfeit detection performance.
First of all, it is interesting to improve how the labels are generated. Currently, k-means is used as the clustering
process, and other clustering algorithms could be adopted as well. Hence, another direction is how to apply other
clustering algorithms that are more sensitive to counterfeit sellers. In addition, other inputs from models and
sources can be used to improve the result. By integrating objects, user and opinion with the machine-generated
labels [16], a better user proile can be formed and hence the discovered connections can be improved. The social
information [42], such as commenting and the user interests [41] are also possible extensions. The third one is to
study the network evolvement [35]. Unlike most social networks, the discovered connections keep changing with
the images, as the edges are deined by the Nt op . As a result, some edges will be added while some will disappear,
even with the same set of sellers. It is interesting to investigate how the evolving network afects the counterfeit
seller detection.
During the experiments for building classiiers for classify sellers, we have also implemented more complicated
baselines, such as graph neural networks(GNN)[40] and Wide&Deep[8]. For GNN, the result is that it always
predicts sellers to be non-counterfeit sellers. There is a similar observation for Wide&Deep. One of the reasons is
that the data size is too small for model training. As well, the connections in the inputs of GNN are formed by
the seller proiles but conirmed by users. Hence, they are not suitable for counteriet detection in this paper.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a framework to detect the online counterfeit sellers based on the connection
graphs discovered from users shared images. By utilising a framework of CNN-based connection discovery,
it is proven that counterfeit and normal sellers have diferent network features in the connection graph. The
distribution of these features are modelled with a Beta function, and counterfeit sellers are detected based on the
itted distribution. Extensive experiment results based on the real Taobao environment with over 153K shared
images are provided to validate the efectiveness of the proposed framework, where 60% in F1 score can be
achieved for identifying counterfeit sellers. The proposed framework can be enhanced with object detections, and
incorporating with network evolvement. With the surge of E-commerce, the requirement of detecting counterfeit
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sellers becomes critical and imminent. Our proposed framework can be used as an efective preliminary screening
tool, and can greatly reduce the manual detection eforts.
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